Powerful Welding in a 29 lb. Package

A revolution in welding technology is underway with TALON. Even though it weighs less than 30 lbs., there’s nothing lightweight about it! Pound for pound, TALON offers the best performance ever in a portable pin welder.

Inside and out, TALON includes innovations that make it the most reliable, user friendly, heavy duty welding system available. In fact, superior consistency and weld quality are TALON trademarks. And that’s especially true when welding cup head pins.

TALON technology is so dependable that it comes with a full three-year warranty. Combine its long service life and affordable price with savings in time and materials, and you’ll enjoy profitability like never before.

So get a firm grip on what lightweight welding has become. Get your hands on TALON from Midwest Fasteners.

---

**Digital LED Voltage Meter**
What you set is what you get! Operator’s love TALON’s large, color display of voltage settings. The high-definition LED read-out is easy to see on all types of jobs.

**Stepless Voltage Control**
Infinite weld-heat settings are now attainable with TALON’s “true” variable voltage control. At your fingertips is the full range of capacitance for all applications and the industry’s first “turn down” feature.

**On-Board LED Diagnostics**
Now you can troubleshoot welder problems anywhere they occur. Immediately! Front panel, color-coded LEDs help you to evaluate system status in an instant or pre-test your system before use in the field.

**Visible On/Off Switch**
TALON’s large, lighted On/Off toggle switch is easy to see. A separate, built-in circuit breaker eliminates fuses, protects your TALON and is easy to access.

**Posi-Weld Cup Head Chuck**
Eliminate the guesswork from cup head welding! This heavy-duty, one-piece magnetic chuck delivers better, more consistent welding from any angle. From the first use, enjoy less scrap and fewer failures.

**Lightweight, Easy-Grip Gun**
Crafted from high impact, nonconductive polycarbonate, its hand-friendly design continues our standard to easily adapt to all applications. Parts and accessories are interchangeable and accessible for quick changeover.

**Quik-Charge Transformer**
Enjoy lightning fast duty cycles and excellent load-to-duty cycle characteristics. TALON’s newer, compact-design transformer offers outstanding balance between low weight and high performance.
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